On road

Fast Track course
The quickest way for your drivers to develop
and become a qualified advanced driver

Designed for both individual motorists and fleet
drivers the Fast Track course contains everything
required to take and pass our advanced driving
test and become a full member of the IAM.
Our course is fully inclusive and provides the
advanced driver course manual, two half days
dedicated one-to-one tuition with a professional
IAM RoadSmart trainer, IAM membership and the
test booking.
This efficient one-to-one format does require the
driver to commit to plenty of practice and personal
development between the two training sessions.
As well as gaining recognition for your skills, once
qualified drivers feel more skilled, confident and
safer on the road and for those who drive for a
living an Advanced Driver qualification can
enhance your CV.

Vehicle types

Car

Format

On road

Duration

2 half days + test

Trainer to delegate ratio

1:1

Book your course here:
Call: 0870 120 2910
Email: business@iam.org.uk
Click: www.iamroadsmart.com/business

How can Fast Track Advanced
Driver benefit me?

Why choose us?

Fast Track delivers professional one-to-one training
and guidance to enable anyone to attain advanced
driver standard with us, quickly and efficiently

The IAM RoadSmart team of experts develop the
skills of drivers and riders through recognised
training and offer friendly advice and support.

You’ll receive expert personal tuition with drives in
your own car and you may even get insurance
benefits too.








Enhanced positive driver behaviours that lead
to safer driving
Can positively influence fuel consumption,
accident rates and fleet costs
How to maintain safely while improving
efficiency
Perfect for fleet drivers – minimum time away
from normal work duties
Nationally recognised driving qualification
Full membership of the IAM, providing a range
of motoring benefits

At IAM RoadSmart, we’ve been making better
drivers and riders since 1956. As a registered UK
charity, our aim has remained the same over 60
years - to make our roads safer by improving the
skills of drivers and riders.

Every year, we work with thousands of company
drivers, of any age and ability. Our services are
designed to teach new skills, improve existing ones
and provide confidence and knowledge to get the
most from being on the road.

Delegates and their managers receive a driver
development report and feedback after the course.

Twitter: @DriveForWork
Facebook: IAMRoadSmart
LinkedIn: IAMRoadSmart
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